
A

depth rail 
length as per 

bench or table

1X

Martin Corner Leg 
sub assembly

2X

note - 2 end sections 
require per bench / table

note - 2 intermediate sections may 
be required depending on the size of 
the bench / table

depth rail 
length as per 

bench or table

1X

Martin Intermediate Leg
sub assembly

2X

DETAIL A

step 1
join 2x corner leg assemblies together with 1 of 
the depth rails supplied.
secure the rail to leg bracket by un-winding (anti-
clockwise) the bolts within the U channel 
connectors.
these bolts are accessed through the holes in the 
rails & leg brackets

step 2
join 2x intermediate leg assemblies together with 
1 of the depth rails supplied .
repeat for the second intermediate frame if 
required.
note: if using cut back intermediate legs ignore 
step 2

martin 6 leg bench / table frame
assembly
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B

C

length rail
length as per
bench / table

2X

length rail
length as per
bench / table

2X

DETAIL B

DETAIL C

D

E

DETAIL D
position of top clamp

brackets on end frame

DETAIL E
position of top clamp

brackets on intermediate
frame

martin cable
net hooks x3 
per side

martin cable
tray brackets x2

step 3
assemble your end section from (step1) to your 
intermediate section (step2) using 2x length rails, 
sliding them on to the u channel connectors and 
securing as in step 1.

step 4
assemble you final end section to the table 
frame (step3) using 2x length rails, sliding them 
on to the u channel connectors and securing as 
in step 1.

note - if your bench / table has more than 1 
intermediate section, continue to fix them 
inline finishing with the final end frame VERCO OFFICE FURNITURE LIMITED

CHAPEL LANE, SANDS, HIGH WYCOMBE. HP12 4BG
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